
 

 

 

 

April 2019 

Upton Country Park interpretation proposals 

We are excited to be working with Imagemakers Interpretive Design & Consultancy to produce designs for the interpretation that we would like to 
introduce to the Country Park as part of the Discovery Project.  
 
If our Heritage Lottery funding bid is successful, we will install new displays within a new Welcome Centre and throughout the Country Park to 
introduce visitors to the heritage of the site. 
 
Concept designs can be found in the accompanying document. They explain the proposals we have worked up with Imagemakers and we would 
love to hear your views on them. 
 
When you have looked through the design presentation please let us have your comments by completing an online feedback form available until 
the end of April at the Upton Country Park website: 
 
https://uptoncountrypark.com/discovery-project/interpretation/ 
 
Thank you, and we look forward to hearing from you. 
 
 

 
 

Imagemakers has a long-established experience of the Heritage Fund and a very strong track record of delivering successful HF funding applications. The 

company is an HF Mentor for Public Engagement with Heritage, and has undertaken major grant application commissions resulting in grants of over £50 

million to date. 

https://uptoncountrypark.com/discovery-project/interpretation/
https://uptoncountrypark.com/discovery-project/interpretation/
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1. Tell the story of the whole Park, including the designed landscape, gardens, 

outbuildings, wider parkland, habitats, ecology and management.

2. Provide more orientation information to help people find their way around.

3. Tell the story of Upton House and its associated families. 

4. Make connections between Upton Country Park and the history of Poole, 

especially in relation to the Newfoundland Trade in salt cod.  

5. Enhance the Park’s distinctive identity with artistic style interventions.

6. Explain to visitors that there is no access to the house at the moment.

7. Provide daily and seasonal updating of visitor information about what to see and 

do.

8. Connect the Park’s stories to its wider ecological context, including the Dorset 

Heaths and Holes Bay Nature Reserve.

9. Provide information about the Parks’ wider recreation context and related  

walking and cycling trails.

10. Support community connections and memories of the Park through oral 

reminiscences and image galleries.

1. Aims

Draft aims for the interpretation 

– what we want it to achieve
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Theme 1: Upton House and Estate Upton is an historic estate closely 

intertwined with local history and the fortunes of Poole.

Theme 2: The Families of Upton Upton has been a home to many different 

people, including merchants, mayors, gardeners, families and a royal prince. 

Theme 3: Poole’s Newfoundland Trade The 18th century fortunes of both 

Upton House and Poole were built on salt and cod.

Theme 4: Gardens and Habitats Upton is vitally important for a wide range of 

wildlife, both in the formal gardens and across the Park’s natural habitats.  

Theme 5: Community Connections Upton is much-loved by local people, 

who have countless  memories of visiting since it opened in 1976. 

2. Themes

Draft themes for the 

interpretation – what we want to 

help people to learn about
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Welcome Centre displays  

The new Welcome Centre in the car 

park will be a modern building with 

a material palette that reflects the 

landscape. In our design we have 

sought to enhance the interior 

experience in a themed way, and to 

enable it to speak about the Park’s 

history and heritage. 

Our styling references a horticultural 

and natural history aesthetic… a place 

where gardeners and naturalists might 

have stored their equipment, made a 

cuppa and gossiped about the family in 

the house

Window vinyls

Lift flap interactives

and plinth graphic panel 

running the width of the 

window. 

Garden shed style table Graphics, archive images

And tactile display

Central orientation table to 

help people find their way 

around the Park

Overhead wildlife mobileWall graphic
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Welcome Centre displays  

A range of interactivity is designed 

to appeal to younger visitors and 

help them connect with some of the 

stories about the Park’s abundant 

wildlife, it’s trade connections with 

other places in the world, the 

characters who have lived in the 

house, and its diverse habitats and 

species. 

What’s On signage promotes 

activities on that day, and wildlife 

that can currently be seen. 

Wall graphic – key words and phrases 

Observations blackboard

What’s on today blackboard Graphic panel – incl

timeline running the 

Width of the window

Lift up revealers

And a range of 

low-tech interactives

themed around the 

timeline
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Bird hide

The bird hide is flanked with metal 

panels to help camouflage the hide 

and approaching visitors. The panels 

have a sculptural aesthetic and are 

laser cut with the silhouettes and 

names of the species that can be 

identified here.  

Laser cut steel panel 

screens at each end

Seasonal ‘species spotter’ graphic mounted on the 

inside rear wall. Permanent graphic at  the other 

end interpreting saltmarsh and mudflat ecology or 

bird migration.

Upton County Park interpretation proposals  
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Barrel sculpture 

Walking around park visitors will 

encounter sculptural interventions 

that reflect the history of the park. 

Visitors can climb into this giant 

barrel to see the inscriptions of the 

different types of goods that were 

traded from Poole in the past. On the 

outside a small interpretation plaque 

explains the barrels significance. 

Upton County Park interpretation proposals  

Salt cod floor graphic installation with 

integrated seating

Shaped like an Atlantic cod, this floor 

graphic shows the vital trading routes 

with Newfoundland and the 

Mediterranean. Integrated into the 

graphic is a tail shaped bench for visitors 

to sit on while they read the map.  
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Stable wall installation – sheet steel 

silhouette with laser cut text

The stable block is an important 

location on the site historically, now 

houses the popular café and gallery. 

We propose to install an interpretive 

intervention on the exterior wall. The 

silhouette of a stable boy tending to a 

horse will help identity the original 

purpose of the building and provide an 

opportunity to include a thought 

provoking quote – perhaps from the 

son returning from WWI.

Café graphics

We also propose to install some 

simple interpretive graphics in the café 

–either as a single area of display, or a 

range of updated historic prints (not 

visualised here). 

A simple graphic display will help to 

communicate key themes to both first 

time and repeat visitors, and help to 

establish a more distinctive sense of 

place and identity for the café.

Indicative laser cut typography Officer figure – the son home from the War

Upton County Park interpretation proposals  
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Figures in the landscape 

The stories of people are ingrained in the 

landscape around the house. Visitors can 

‘meet’ some of these characters, made from 

etched sheet steel, and get a little snap-shot 

of their stories and relationship with the 

House and Park. 

The figures are mounted on sandblasted 

paving slabs with interpretive text.

This sculptural / figurative approach is 

intended to enhance place-making in the 

Park, and to complement the more 

conventional interpretive graphics  and 

signage.

Laser cut steel figure at Hampton 

Court Palace
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Dog figure to be located near the Pet’s Graveyard.

A Victorian female character from the House.

A child associated with one of the families living at the House.
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Visitor trail linking the installations

We suggest the new interpretation 

installations are linked by a themed trail 

exploring the core area of the Park. 

The precise locations of the installations is 

to be determined, but this map indicates a 

possible arrangement and visitor route.

The trail would be promoted with a new 

A4 leaflet available in the Welcome 

Centre, and as a download via the 

Country Park website.

Possible installation locations – 3 x   

figures, stable yard, barrel, salt cod,  

bird hide 

Upton County Park interpretation proposals  
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Upton House interpretation point 

The existing interpretation banner 

graphic panels are coming to the end 

of the lives and will need replacing at 

some point. 

We suggest they could be replaced 

with themed interpretation points in the 

style of an open book to reflect:

- A family photograph album

- A naturalists field book

- A captain’s log book

- Etc.

Whilst the graphics will have a 

different look and feel according to 

their theme, they will include some 

consistent graphic design elements to 

link them with the other installations in 

the scheme.
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